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ABSTRACT
The electric potentials in and about an ocean current are shown to be related in a
simple fashion to the total fluid transport. In many waters, surface measurements
alone permit the determination of this total transport. It is also established that
the local vertical potential gradient is a measure of the local velocity. Several
techniques of measurement, including the "Geomagnetic electrokinetograph"
method, and the errors which may be involved in each, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In reinvestigating 2 the electric potentials induced in ocean currents
by the magnetic field of the earth, this work determines the relation
between the total potentials across the current and the total volume
transport of fluid .3 The validity of interpreting local electric effects
as indicative of the local velocity structure of the fluid stream is discussed, and thus the usefulnes s of the vertical potential gradient for
this purpose is established. Though various methods of measurement
Contribution No. 608 from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
'Previous work has included the papers of : Faraday (1832); Longuet-Higgins
(1949); Stommel (1948); von Arx (1950).
3 Kolin (1945) and Arnold (1951), among others, have arrived at similar relations
for the flow of fluid in a pipe.
( 97)
1
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are possible, the measurements from shipboard are stressed. A ship
moving with the fluid stream, however, induces an additional potential;
hence an analysis of the relation between shipboard measurement and
velocity structure is made for both magnetic field components.
In this paper, (I) the relations between the total transports and
electric potentials are deduced and the approximations involved in
relating local electric observables to local velocities are determined,
and (II) the limitations imposed by the techniques of measurement
are discussed and possible future experiments are suggested.

DISCUSSION
I. It will be recalled that the motion of a conductor at right angles
to a magnetic field produces an electric field whose magnitude is
V X H X 10-s volts and which is at right angles to both the motion
cm
and the magnetic field (where V is the velocity of the conductor and
H the magnetic field). Therefore, as a result of its motion relative to
the earth's magnetic field, an ocean stream will have a certain electromotive force induced in it at every point. These emf's set up
electric currents and electric fields, and at every point in the fluid the
electric current density is proportional to the ejfective electric field and
the conductivity of the medium. That is to say,
pi= E

+

V

X

(1)

H,

p = resistivity of the water, V = vector velocity of the water,
H = earth's magnetic field, i = electric current density, and E =

where

electric field vector.
It is assumed first that the electric and magnetic forces on the ions
in the sea are small compared to the hydrodynamic forces, that the
electric currents which flow do not appreciably alter the earth's magnetic field, and that a steady state exists. Then the electric field may
be represented by a potential function rp, E = - "vrp (since "v X E = O).
Hence
"vrp

= V

X

H - pi,

(2)

or
arp

-

ax

arp

-

ay

= (V.11 H, - V,H 11 )

pi,,,

(3)

= ( V.H"' - V,,H .) - pill '

(4)

(V,,H 11 - V 11 H,,) - pi,,

(5)

-
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Figure 1.

where the subscripts x, y , z denote the components of velocity, magnetic field, and electric current in those directions.
Now one considers a coordinate frame with the y-axis (into the paper)
along t he mean direction of an ocean stream, as in Fig. 1. The total
surface integrals of equations (3) and (5) to a constant depth z in the x, z
plane may be written as

and
+"' •

ff::
-a,

0

+"' •

dx dz=

ff

-a,

[ <V,,H 11

V 11 Hz) -

-

pi"] dxdz.

(7)

0

+a, z

J 0J

In actual ocean streams

V, H 11 dx dz is very much smaller than

- a)

+a,.

ff
-co O

+a, z

V 11 H, dx dz except on the magnetic equator, while

ff0

V ,H11 dx dz

-C,:,

+ a, z

is very much smaller than

JJV

H, dx dz except in the rare situation

11

- a, 0

where H, falls to zero. Partially integrating the potential gradients
in equations (6) and (7), one obtains
•

f

·o

+oo:

J J H, V

[,p (co, z) - ,p(- co, z) ] dz=

-a,

o

+ oo z

11

dxdz

-J J pi,dxdz,
-"' o

(8)

and
+a,

+ a, •

f[,p (x,0) - ,p(x,z)] dx = J J H , Vlldxdz -

-C,:,

-C,:,

0

+a, •

J J pi,dxdz.

_ a, 0

(9)
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Since the electric current has no sources or sinks (i. e., v' · pi = 0),
there can be no net flow across any infinite line (plane); therefore
+oo

f pi, dx =

-00

oo

J pix dz

= 0 .4

0

Hence the last term in equation (9) is always zero, so that
+oo

J [ cp(x, O)

+oo

z

= J J H x VII dx dz,

- cp(x, z)] dx

-00 0

-00

and if H x has small spatial variation across the stream, one may write

!f cpdx = H xTz'

(IO)

where !f denotes integration around an infinite rectangular contour
bounded by z = 0 and any other arbitrary z, and where T. is the total
volume transport of fluid through that contour. Note that this result
is independent of the depth of the sea or of bottom conductivity. The
last term in equation (8) is not zero in general, but in the case of a
oo

h

nonconducting bottom,

J pix dz = J pix dz =
0

0, since no current flows

0

below z = h; hence
+ooh

h

J [cp( oo,

h)

cp(-oo,h)]dz

=J JH,V 11 dxdz.
-00 0

0

Since, at some large distance from the stream, cp does not vary with
depth, the relation above may be rewritten as
H,T
('l'+oo - '1'-oo) = -h-,
(11)
where H, is again assumed to have small spatial dependence, Tis the
total volume transport of fluid, cp+oo - 'l'-oo is the total potential difference across the stream, and h is the mean depth of the bottom. Estimates of the effect of bottom conductivity in reducing 'l'+oo - 'l'-oo have
been made by using a three layer analysis developed by Stommel
4

The electric current in the y direction has been neglected in this equation in comparison with iz. This corresponds to the observation that
+oo

f f0

-00

z

+oo

VzHydxdz « f
-00

f

0

and is an approximation of the same magnitude.

z

V.Hzd dz
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(1948); they indicate errors of less than 1% at a few kilometers from
the edge of the stream for bottom conductivities one thousandth that
of the sea's.
Before discussing the actual measurements made by a ship, several
relations permitting interpretation of local velocities will be discussed.
Returning to equation (5) and neglecting again the small term due
to V x, note that pi , = 0 at the surface of the sea and pi, = 0 at the sea
bottom. In fact, determination of pi, for various model streams
similar to those in nature indicate that it is never more than a few
percent of V yH x•
Hence

a'P
az

VyHx,

or

1

a'P

Vy = - - Hx az

(12)

The approximations involved in this useful equation seem small compared to the possible errors in measurement to be discussed in Section

II.
A second approximate relation involves a definition of a quantity
H,Vy
k

= --

(13)

pi,,

Previous authors (von Arx, 1950; Stommel, 1948) have shown that k
is related to the average "equivalent" depth near the region of observation, i. e.,
h
k = -- -,
h - hi

where hi is a depth such that Vy (x, O) hi is the transport per unit section of the stream at the point x. Differentiating equation (8) with
respect to z one obtains
(cp+oo -

<p- 00 )

=

f

- 00

+a:,

H, Vy dx -

f

+oo

pi ,, dx

- 00

f

+oo

=

H,T
piz(k - l)dx = - h- .

(14)

- oo

Hence a point to point knowledge of k and pi,, permit the determination
of the total transport, while
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pi,,

vii= -H,

(15)

if k is quite close to one, as it may be in equatorial currents.
Another defined quantity,
+oo

J

-oo

H,V 11 dx
(16)

K
+oo

J pi,,dx

- oo

also has proved to be quite useful.

From equations (8) and (11)

f

+oo

H,T
<P+oo - <P-oo = -h- = (K - 1)

pi,,dx ,

(17)

-oo

and, since K is the ratio of two integrals, the local random errors and
fluctuations of the observations of V 11 and pi,, are smoothed out. Perhaps a more significant aspect of K is its relation to the mean depth of
the total fluid stream. Hence K may be a constant or near-constant
for a particular section of the stream, or it might be deduced from
theoretical relations between the horizontal and vertical velocity
profiles.
A cable laid on or anchored to the ocean bottom could directly
measure the potentials in the preceding relations. A ship, however,
induces an additional potential between any electrodes it may tow due
to its own motion. Considerable discussion has been given to the
problems of electrodes towed in line behind a ship (von Arx, 1950) .
In the absence of wind drift at right angles to the electrodes' heading,
the measured potential gradient is
(V,p )meaBUTed

= V,p - V

X

H = - pi.

(18)

Since the total potential across the stream is
+oo

J V ,p

-00

·

dl =

+oo

J (V

x

H - pi) - dl

(measured at
surface)

where dl is the increment of path of the ship as it crosses the stream, a
navigational determination of this path can provide the integral
+oo

J V

x

-00

H · dl ; this knowledge, plus the measured potential, provides

+oo

J pi · dl .
-00
or (17).

The total fluid transport is then found from equations (11)
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Figure 2.

For an electrode which is let down from a ship to determine the
potential between a surface electrode and depth z,
<Pm,aaured

= VB

X

H .s -

.

I

v'cp . ds'

(19)

0

where s is the vector distance between the surface and deep electrode
and VB is the velocity of the ship with respect to the earth. In the
simple case of the ship drifting or moving such that the deep electrode
departs only slightly from due upstream or due downstream in its
horizontal displacement from the surface electrode, the measured
potential becomes:
<Pmea.ured

= VB

X

H · Z - [cp(x,z) - cp(x,0)].

(20)

(One assumes that the depth z can be determined from the pressure at
the deep electrode.) The gradient of (cp)mea,ured permits the determination of [VB - V v (x, 0)] as well as the variation of V v with depth
from equation (12), and, if the measurements are made to sufficient
depth to be below the stream (i. e. :: ---t O) , then V v (x, O) and VB
separately are determined. Fig. 2 shows a theoretical measurement
from a drifting ship and may help to clarify these conclusions.
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'P, the potential at depth z, is the potential between the measured
curve and the projection of its asymptotic slope. The initial slope of
('P)measured for a drifting ship is zero, as indicated, while the initial
slope for a moving ship determines [Vs - V1,1 (x, 0)].
II. The difficulties encountered in measuring the potential differences induced by the motion of the sea seem to have two main sources.
The first is the changing electrochemical potentials which exist between
even the most carefully chosen electrodes and the electrochemical
potentials in the sea due to spatial variation in the temperature,
salinity and oxygen content. The second is the navigational error in
determining the change of ship position with time. A third and
seemingly less important difficulty is the error in estimating the wind
drift of the ship.
The magnitude of these errors has been analyzed in considerable
detail in previous publications, e. g. von Arx (1950), and those computations are borne in mind here in discussing measurements based on
equations (10), (11), and (12).
From equation (11) the total transport may be determined by surface measurements alone, and hence the electrochemical problem of
spatial variation of physical properties is minimized. However, the
difficulty of determining surface velocities from navigational measure+ao

ments is exaggerated by the subtraction of

f

-00

pi · di from

+ao

J V x H · dl,

-00

for both of these experimental quantities may be large, while their
difference, proportional to the total transport, may be small in comparison. A criterion for the usefulness of equation (11) is K, defined
in equation (16) as
+ao

JV

X

-ex,

H. di

K
+oo

J Pi· di

-ao

The probable error is then at least -K

1
-1

greater than the integrated

navigational error. (Preliminary surveys of the Gulf Stream area
[von Arx, 1951] suggest that K lies in the range of 1.1 to 1.5. Equatorial waters may be expected to have small K's, and since there is no
Loran network in these areas, the usefulness of equation [11] would
be small.)
From equations (10) and (12) one might deduce both local velocities
and total transport in all waters, yet here the electrochemical problem
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is most serious. While the determination of temperature with depth
can easily be made and corrections to the observed potential established, the variation of oxygen with depth can produce potentials
considerably in excess of those due to the fluid transport. Several
suggestions have been advanced to shield the electrodes from these
concentration gradients. Surrounding the deep electrode with water
carried from the surface seemed the most feasible of these, but no
assurance of the success of this method can be given until adequate
experiments have been performed.
The authors would like to acknowledge with gratitude the assistance
of Henry Stammel and William von Arx of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in the many discussions of the theoretical and
practical problems arising in the application of electromagnetic
methods to measurements in the ocean.
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